Relevant Definitions



Which type of statistical fairness
should you strive for?
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treatment is a legal term defined as

negative treatment of a loan candidate or group of
loan candidates due solely to that candidate’s

.



protected status (race, ethnicity, gender, etc)
DISPA
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Disparate

A

impact is a legal term defined as

unintentional but systemic negative treatment of a
protected group of loan candidates... but because
models lack a human decision maker to ask about

ML

'

their intent or reasoning, it s not always clear how

want

You've got a machine learning system. You
there are so many

ways

to be fair!

disparate treatment and impact should apply to
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it to be fair. But

Which should you choose?

algorithms.

Credit to

Bias Mitigation Measures:

Apply

truth data on actual thing you want to predict?


E.g., You care about predicting crime, but you
only have arrest data (a proxy). You care about

bias mitigation measures to

See this blog post for a brief description

your proxy training data. Then

of some bias mitigation measures and

proceed with caution to making

this IBM toolkit for a more

predictions about your actual target.

comprehensive list, plus tools to help you

Ziyuan Zhang, “A Tutorial on Fairness in Machine
Learning” (for examples of controversies around
different types of fairness)



implement them.

predicting default on a loan, but you only have

Moritz Hardt, Eric Price, Nathan Srebro, “Equality of

Opportunity in

Learning” (for comparisons
of equality of opportunity and odds)



info on if someone was granted a loan (a proxy).

I have or can acquire

I only have access to

ground truth data

proxy data

:



Valeria Cortez, “How to define fairness to detect and
prevent discriminatory outcomes in Machine
Learning” (for many good examples of when to use
each type of fairness)



START

Do you have, or is it possible to acquire, ground

Regulators should clarify this.

Supervised

Solon Barocas, Moritz Hardt, Arvind Narayanan, Fair
ML Book (for predictive parity)



Xiang, Inioluwa Deborah Ra i, “On the Legal
Compatibility of Fairness Definitions” (for applications
Alice

j

of disparate impact and disparate treatment)
Do you care more that two similar individuals
are treated the same, or that overall the groups
will be treated the same?



The stories about Apple Card giving a
woman a lower credit limit than her
partner and Upstart Loans charging a

E.g., that 2 people with a similar credit score get
a similar interest rate, or that average interest

Howard grad more than an NYU grad
are both examples of caring about
individual fairness.

rates are about the same for men and women?

Can everyone agree how to quantify exactly
how similar two people are?


Groups

Individuals

E.g. age, race, gender, education, previous job
experience, financial history, or other
demographic factors

E.g., Because of historical

Do any of the features that predict your

discrimination, income & zip
code correlate with race. Height

Yes

outcome correlate with race, gender, age, or

No

other protected classes?



& job description correlate with
gender. Shopping locations

Spoiler:

correlate with both.

many features do!
Maybe

OK

through

Yes, and I want to
change it

to use Fairness
Satisfies

Unawareness



Disparate

Sorry! You can measure

Treatment

(Don’t tell your model about

Standard

individual fairness, but you

race, gender, age, etc.)

No

Yes, but I’m ok with

can't guarantee it.

Conditional Statistical Parity



that

Could


(Require demographic groups

Satisfy


Dis. Impact


to get the same number of

Standard

loans - but only if they have
the same creditworthiness)

Are

you OK with explicitly using

race, gender, age, or other
protected classes in the model?
Is the thing you’re predicting subjective?
Conditional Statistical Parity is the
current fair lending standard and a
legally accepted way to address

disparate impact.



Yes

No

But it can still discriminate if the

Yes

creditworthiness features correlate

No

with race or gender. And it requires
everyone to agree on what

‘creditworthiness’ means, which makes
it harder to add new data (like rent

Satisfies

Individual Fairness



repayment history) that might help

Disparate

Impact


some groups.

Fairness through awareness

You probably have

Standard

historical bias in your
training data

Apply

bias mitigation measures to

Do you want to use this system

your proxy training data. Then

to correct for existing structural

proceed with caution.

bias in the world?

Yes

No

E.g. you’re predicting loan

E.g. offering college
students from

Do you have a plan to support

underresourced high schools

the underprivileged group and

extra tutoring; writing

prevent reinforcement of

promotion processes that

historial biases?

repayment. False negative: you

Is one kind of error (false

deny a loan to someone who would

positive or false negative) more
OK

have paid it back. False positive: you

with you than another?

give a loan to someone who would

don’t disadvantage women

not pay it back.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Use Equal Oppor tunity


Satisfies

Use Demographic Parity

Disparate

Impact

Standard

Your model

Use Equali
Could


will probably

x

perpetuate or e acerbate

Equal false negative rate


historical biases

or


Satisfy


Dis. Impact

Standard

Equal false positive rate

E.g., You’re predicting job
performance. If your workplace is
hostile to women, even if you hire lots
of them, they might get more unfair

C

OMPA

S

uses predictive parity

(which requires that the model is

“equally good at predicting whether a

white or black defendant classified as

”

high risk would reoffend ). This

future training data such that women

resulted in a higher rate of false

look worse at their jobs, which makes

positives for people of color than
white people.

Some

 


have argued

score well on predictive hiring

they should be using equal

assessments.

opportunity instead.

Equal false negative rate


d


an

false positive rate

bad performance reviews and skew

it less likely that other women will

zed Odds



Why Do I Have to Pick?


Predictive parity, demographic parity, and
equalized odds are mutually exclusive—you
can’t satisfy more than one. (Except in specific
cases: E.g., if both groups are *actually*
equally likely to default, then you can satisfy
both demographic parity and equalized odds).
Read more here.

Could

Satisfy


Dis. Impact

Standard

